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– Conduct	final	V&V	activity	 in	support	of	SC-228	DAA	HMI	requirements	 for	
displays,	alerting	and	guidance
• Goals:	
– Implement	 the	display,	alerting	and	guidance	 requirements	 as	close	as	possible	 in	
simulation
• Less	emphasis	on	independent	variables
– Test	 in	representative	 simulated	 flight	environment
• E.g.,	airspace	w/	ATC	in-the-loop,	multiple	UAS	missions,	high-fidelity	surveillance	
models




























































































































3 Corrective	DAA	Alert “Traffic, Avoid”
2 Preventive	DAAAlert “Traffic,	Monitor”
2 Guidance Traffic N/A
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• If	algorithm	determines	 vertical maneuver	
will	lead	to	greatest	 separation:
• Green	altitude	 block	(“wedge”)	within	

























– 6	scripted	encounters	 predicted	 to	lose	well	clear
• 1/2	with	cooperative	traffic
• 1/2	with	non-cooperative	traffic



















































































• 16	total	LoWC (out	of	466	encounters)	 with	encounters	 that	appeared	 as	a	
Corrective	 or	Warning	at	First	Alert

























Proportion of CORR/WARN that Proceeded to LoWC
Loss	of	Well	Clear	Proportions



















































Proportion of WARN that Proceeded to LoWC
Loss	of	Well	Clear	Proportions
• 11	LoWC (out	of	30	encounters)	 with	encounters	 that	appeared	 as	a	Warning	
at	First	Alert	 (dropping	 those	that	started	as	Corrective)
– 29	of	these	were	from	single	 encounter,	which	was	scripted	to	make	90deg	

































• Primary	response	 time	metric	is	Total	Response	 time
























display	configuration	 (not	statistically	different	 (p >	.05))
• More	pronounced	 difference	 between	displays	when	separated	by	alert	level












































































• Bulk	of	the	reduction	 in	total	response	 times	for	Warning	alerts	 is	that	pilots	
initiate	their	response	much	earlier























































































• If	you	only	consider	 first	upload,	as	opposed	 to	final	upload	as	used	by	total	
response	 time,	we	see	response	 times	more	in	line	with	expectations	



































– LoWC metrics	&	pilot	 response	 times
• Standalone	display	resulted	in	little	to	no	performance	differences	compared	to	
the	Integrated	display	configuration
– Slightly	 longer	pilot	 response	 times	(expected)
– While	Standalone	display	led	to	more	LoWC against	threats	that	were	Corrective	at	First	
Alert,	 this	almost	always	happened	 in	first	trial	of	 the	day
• Fact	that	 Integrated	configuration	only	had	a	single	LoWC suggests	pilots	may	need	more	time	
or	training	on	Standalone	displays	than	on	Integrated
• Additional	observations





– Longer	 run	times	(1	hr vs.	38	min)	 saw	some	 fatigue	effect
• Initial	response	times	went	up	in	trial	4	compared	to	first	3	trials	of	the	day
• Didn’t	seem	to	impact	overall	performance
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